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Metal rolling tool chest 

The metal rolling tool chest is a spacious and flexible tool storage solution. It features 

multiple drawers and dividers to accommodate tools and accessories of all sizes. The 

rolling design of the toolbox makes moving around easy, both within the workshop and 

between workstations. It is also equipped with sturdy locks to ensure the security of your 

tools during transport and storage. 

 

Metal Rolling Tool Chest 

Metal rolling tool chest Summary: Looking for a 

convenient and reliable way to store and organise 

your tools? The metal rolling tool chest is the perfect 

solution for you! Made of strong and durable metal 

material, this tool box provides you with a safe and 

convenient space to organise your tools. 
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Specification 

Size: 1830*1450*650 mm 

Steel thickness 18 gauge / 1.2 mm 

Lock 3 pcs Key lock 

Color 
Black/Blue/Red/Gray/Orange 

custom production 

Handle Aluminum 

Material: Cold rolled steel 
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Caster 12 PCs 5 inch PU caster 

Remark OEM ODM OBM 

Function Storage for tools 

Finished Powder coated 

Weight 410KG 

 

Usage scenario: Whether you are a professional mechanic, DIY enthusiast or home user, 

the metal rolling tool chest is ideal for you. It is suitable for all kinds of working 

environments, including factories, workshops, homes and so on. Whether you are 

repairing, assembling or daily maintenance, this toolbox can help you get it done easily. 

 

 

Note: Before moving the metal rolling tool chest, please make sure you have assembled 

and used it correctly according to the instructions. To ensure safety, please place your 

tools correctly and lock the toolbox to prevent tools from rolling or falling. Our single 

drawer load capacity is 40 to 60kg. Please be careful to avoid overloading the toolbox to 

avoid damaging the structure of the toolbox. 

 

FAQ 

1. What are the dimensions of this toolbox? 
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A: The metal rolling tool chest measures [size] and provides enough storage space to 

hold a variety of tools and accessories. 

 

2. Is it easy to move? 

A: Yes, the metal rolling tool chest is designed to roll easily and equipped with durable 

wheels for easy movement around your workplace. 

 

3. Is this toolbox waterproof? 

A: The metal rolling tool chest has a waterproof design, which can effectively protect your 

tools from wet environment. 

 

4. Is it possible to lock the metal rolling tool chest? 

A: Yes, the toolbox is equipped with a strong lock to ensure the safety of your tools 

during storage and transport. 

 

5. What are the scenarios in which it can be used? 

A: The metal rolling tool chest is suitable for a variety of use scenarios, including 

factories, workshops and homes, to meet the needs of different users. 

 


